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Welcome all! 
Well another issue is upon us- and I have 
been heartened by the responses I have 
received to both Issues 30 and 31. 
There has been much feedback, all good- 
which I like to hear. 

A very warm welcome to new members 
Leigh Murray of Queanbeyan NSW, Phil 
Watson, of Mt.Rumney and Kris Schaffer of 
Neika, both Tas., Maureen & Norman Webb, 
Joanna McLachlan of Bathurst, Joan 
Wallace of Beecroft, NSW and Gwen 
Sanders of Vermont Vic. 

0:. Your letters 
0:. Reptiles - Observations 
0'0 Little Falcon and Bats 
*:* Acacia rubida and A.meamsii 
8 Black Cockatoos 
0:. Callitris and Bursaria spinosa 
0:- Landscaping for Fire Protection 
8 And much more...... 

MERRY CHRISTMAS & ~ 
A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
TO ALL READERS I 

REMINDER: SUBS are due and payable 
as of July l* each year. 
Subs: $ 5.00 p.a. (Aust) 

$1 0.00 p.a (O'seas) 

Please make your cheque out to 
'ASGAP Wildlife & Native Plants Study Group' 
and forward to: 
ASGAP Wildlife & Native Plants SG 
P.0 .Box 131, Strathalbyn, SA 5255 

Articles and editorials may also be 
forwarded to the above address or via email 
to jnntsc-u 



NEW MEMBERS INTRODUCTIONS 
Leigh Murray has been a member of SGAP 
Canberra for many years and the South- 
East group of APS NSW for about a year. 
Leigh tells me that her and her partner David 
are interested in attracting wildlife to their 
garden. Leigh lives on a few acres of 
bushlnative garden just outside of 
Queanbeyan and has the company of a 
wide variety of native birds and other wildlife 
including kangaroos, possums, lizards, 
snakes and frogs. Leigh and David also 
have a holiday house at Tuross Head on the 
NSW South Coast which they have 
established as a native habitat garden. In 
this garden they have the larger shrubs and 
trees - grevilleas, eucalypts, acacias, and 
they have been trialling a few grass species 
and smaller plants to see what does well. 
They have fitted a small pond into a gap 
between some huge granite boulders and 
have holes dug for a much larger pond 
system that will be set up when they get 
around to it! The small pond is already used 
by wattlebirds and a frog or two. 
(Ed.Note: now there's enthusiasm. Well 
done! There's probably quite a few other 
creatures using the pond. Perfiaps you may 
like to share more observatibns with us as 
time goes by. ) 

Phil Watson has also provided us with an 
article on Acacia mearnsii, which is 
reproduced further in this edition. Thankyou 
Phil for sharing this with us. 

Kris Schaffer writes that her property is of 
eight acres on the foothills of Mt.Wellington 
near Hobart. Half of the property was 
degraded pasture land , and the balance 
was natural 'wet scIerophytl bluegum 
Eucalyptus globvlus and M i t e  gum 
E.viminalis.' Kris shares with us her special 
observations. 

Euc species that are at the moment 
breeding grounds for the rare Swift Parrot. 
From the mighty Wedge tail eagle who use 
the sky above for their courtship dances to 
the shy Pygmy Possum the property is a 

natural haven for native animals. Over the 
last sixteen years I have propagated and 
planted rare plants within a naturalistic 
garden of habitats for these beautiful 
creatures. Bandicoots (Eastern and Barred), 
Bettongs, Pottaroos, Quolls, Ring tailed 
Possums, Sugar Gliders love the 
combination of dense wet sclerophyll forest 
and open grassy woodland. A new lake of 
one million gallons has proven an added 
benefit over the last hotldry summer. A large 
bushfire in May this year burnt out 90 
hectares of bushland surrounding me from 
the west, north and to the east. This is only 
now starting to recover, the wildlife needing 
this green oasis. Just yesterday we 
discovered the home of a Tasmanian devil 
family near a hut built next to the dam. For 
many years I knew they were around but 
until now had thought they were a mobile 
mob just passing thru.' I've seen a horse 
carcass cleaned up in weeks. They had a 
devil of a good time, When I was first 
planting out the property it was used to 
demonstrate 'Living with Wildlife' for the 
Threatened Species Network and also 
permaculture - teaching landcarers. Now it 
looks pretty also I have it open for the ABC 
Open Garden Scheme. Buhfood cafes on 
these days give people a taste of what is 
also edible to us humans (as well as some 
wildlife). Methods on cultivation are 
demonstrated so as to encourage people to 
grow their own bushfoods and share with 
the wildlife their harvests. 
The list of wildlife just goes on and on 
(platypus 2 kilometres from my place was 
run over on the road). Wouldn't it be lovely 
for some to find their way to the dam? If we 
create the habitat I'm sure they will find it - 
lizards, snakes and frogs. A friend 
discovered a swallow tailed rainforest 
butterfly in my garden also. A European 
wasp was after it, Mary quickly swooped and 
killed the wasp before I had time to blink. 
The buttemy continued on with its feeding 
hopefully to go forth and multiply.' 

(Ed.Note. Thanks Kris. This property of 
yours sounds a wonderful place to be, and 
your observations are of great interest. I 
always thought that quolls and Tasmanian 
devils were extinct - so there's a glimmer of 
hope after all! What can I say- but keep up 
the good work you are doinn 1 



d Norman Webb describes his visitors 'We 
already have Brushtail possums living in our 
trees and we were thrilled to see a Ringtail 
possum (with baby) in the garden several 
times this last week. There is a resident 
Bowerbird with his bower in a private comer 
and he has become part of our garden and 
our lives. Our garden planting has paid off 
as this week we were visited by a Whip bird 
who spent the afternoon calling 
unfortunately to a non-existent mate. For the 
last two years we have had our favourite 
Fairy blue wrens visiting in Autumn and 
always we have many other birds visit to 
bathe in one of the five bird baths we have 
supplied (all on poles to protect them from 
predators). We have no domestic pets, and 
our garden is at harmony with nature.' 

Norman states 'We believe a garden without 
wildlife is a lifeless uninteresting garden.' 
(Ed.Note: Thankyou Norman for your 
comments and observations of life in your 
garden, and keep up the good work! I'm not 
sure whether your birdbaths though are 
predator proof- cats can climb poles, and 
raptors will attack any bird that is easy prey. 
We've had goshawks and falcons come right 
up under our front verandah and take birds 
from cages and aviaries. They are swif? in 
their attack and remorseless I and are just 
as much a part of the natural wildlife of the 
area as the honeyeaters, parrots and 
lorikeets that they attacked. Perhaps you 
could tell us all what sort of plants you have 
planted to encourage the return of the 
species you mentioned?) Q 
Joan Wallace writes that she lives in 
Sydney 'where many birds have vanished.' 
She says: 
I have a native garden (or 90%) about 2 
kms. on one side and 1% kms. on the other 
from "bush" - fairly decimated sadly - 
however I do get many parrots, 
kookaburras, magpies, butcher birds and 
currawongs. But no small birds whatever. 
For the last four years we have been visited 
by a pair of crested hawks in February. A 
powerful owl has called three times this 
year, also a white throated nightjar. Tawny 
frogmouths and mopokes are also around. 
Thankfully our garden does not attract the 
Indian mynah which dominates most of the 
properties in our street. We also have many 
water skinks, a blue tongued lizard, a 

resident ringtail possum and lots of striped 
marsh frogs.' 
(Ed.note. With that many of the lager bird 
species appearing it seems obvious to me 
why the smaller birds have vanished! I hope 
too that the Indian mynah doesn't move in - 
we've had many corvids appear - crows, 
starlings etc. appear since the introduction 
of olives and expansion of vineyards within 
the region- there are now so many crows 
that the grey currawongs seem to have 
disappeared - they haven't been sighted on 
our property over the past few months- just 
another native species displaced by the 
expansion of feral populations). 

Grey Butcherbid 

Many members are now keeping track of not 
only birds and fauna in their observations 
but also recording reptiles which I find 
heartening. I'm not a reptile lover, (although 
must add that as long as it has legs when I 
see it in the bush, I am much relieved!!) as I 
prefer the birds, however there is a very 
close affinity between birds and reptiles in 
the natural environment. 

REPTILES IN THE GRAND SCHEME OF 
THINGS 
Australia has over 760 species of reptile 
fauna. These consist of crocodiles and 
alligators (Order Crowdilia); tortoises, 
terrapins and turtles (Order Testudines); 
snakes, lizards, and amphisbaenids (Order 
Squamata). The fourth Order not found in 
Australia, is that of Rhynchocephalia which 
consists of only one species, the Tuatara of 



AUSTRALIAN BUSH SOUNDS : AN 
INCREDIBLE JOURNEY 

A new Nature Sound recording on CD from 
David Stewart 

This new CD ' Australian Bush Sounds: 
An Incredible Journey', contains 71 minutes 
of 52 tracks of natural sounds evocative of 
the Australian outback. Recordings are from 
all Australian states and the Northern 
Territory and include Night Growler (Striped 
Possum and Rufous Owl), Seabirds meet 
flying-foxes, Lazy windmill beside lagoon, 
Sand Goanna, 100,000 Flock Bronzewings, 
Masked Woodswallows and donkey, Soldier 
Crabs meet mangrove birds, Humming 
fence, Flying dogs (Barking Owls) and Frogs 
everywhere. One track - Early morning in 
the mallee was recorded at Birds Australia's 
Gluepot Reserve in SA and another - 
Broome: incoming tide and shorebirds - at 
Broome Bird Observatory. An exceptional 
Australian sound. 

GERYGONE TOO 
Philip Napier 

from 'An Oracle for Ornithology' (1 993). 

Getygones alight four yllables neat 
High in gums, sweetness of sound, with nature 

one. 

Rarely espied, diminutive and so fleet 
Portion of an environmental sum. 

AN INTERESTING STORY FROM THE 
PAST - 50 YEARS AGO 

courtesy Birds Australia magazine 'Galah' 
lss.46. 2000 

LllTLE FALCON AND BATS 5 
D.H. Fleay 

In the Healesville district (Victoria), Little 
Falcons (Falco longipennis) nest, usually 
between the months of November and January. I 
have seen youngsters at the nest-leaving stage, 
within a quarter of a mile of my home, as late as 
February. The hunting activities of the parent 
birds in this particular case (in an old nest of 
Ravens) have provided some wonderful 
examples of sheer speed, judgement and 
boldness. 
At dusk one summer evening I happened to be 
watching the exit of a colony of chocolate bats 
(Chalznolobus gouldii) by ones and twos from 
the lofty pipe hollow of a candle bark eucalypt 
and, of the forty or more in this 'battery', several 
began their erratic flitting in an open patch in the 
forest. Suddenly there appeared among them the 
male Little Falcon and, flying at breathless pace, 
he attacked. Employing every gracehl turn, 
twist, vertical dive and manoeuvre known to his 
kind, he exerted himself to the utmost to secure a 
victim. Each time he overhauled at high-speed 
approach, and appeared certain of success, the 
bat would sheer off at the split second of 
imminent contact. The speedy bird chased his 
quarry both above and below tree-top level, one 
moment shooting high into the air and the next 
hurtling earthwards, though all to no avail. 
In the space of five minutes, with dusk giving 
way to darkness that finished the chase, the 
graceful, hard-flying Falcon had failed signally 
to touch, as far as I could judge, a single bat, 
though his flight had been a thrilling exhibition 
not soon forgotten. Surely there could be no 
greater recommendation for, or tribute to, the 
efficiency of the highly-developed nervous 
organisation and apparent echo-locative powers 
of small bats. 

David Fleay (1 907- 1993) wrote many books 
and articles about Australian wildlife. He 
was Director of the Healesville Sanctuary, 
near Melbourne, for ten years before 
establishing a similar wildlife park at 
Burieigh in southeast Queensland. This 



REPTILE OBSERVATIONS IN THE 

G F s  - 
I'd like to share with you some of my own 
observations regarding the reptiles that we 
have on our property here in the mallee of 
SA. Firstly some information on our location 
is warranted to provide or set the scene for 
understanding our diverse flora and fauna. 
We are lucky in the sense that our property 
location borders two landscape catchment 
areas and botanical bioregions- that of the 
Mt.Lofty Ranges and the Murray Mallee 
Western ~r inge Zone. This area has high 
numbers of rare and threatened species for 
both regions in the overlap- giving us, so to 
speak, the best of both worlds. However our 
climate and soils are that of the mallee, and 
our own location has limited ground water at 
great depth with high salinity- we are totally 
reliant on nature for rainwater. The soil is 
that of non wetting sands which are 
incapable of holding water, so there are no 
dams in the region. The sands - a vestige of 
an ancient period of coastal dunes- cover an 
often exposed calcrete limestone rock. Yet 
our location is only about 10 kms. from Lake 
Alexandrina - the large freshwater lake at 
the bottom end of the River Murray. 

Our flora and fauna remain diverse but are 
typical mallee, heath, woodland and tussock 
grassland. Our fauna have learned to adapt 
to the conditions, which perhaps is a reason 
why we have spotted some strange but 
wonderful bird and reptile species over the 
years. We are still fortunate to have 
resident malleefowl and many scrub birds 
and a wealth of lizards and other reptiles. 

In wetter years (above the average 350mm 
pa) we have seen the Marbled Southern 
Gecko with its grey to pinky-brown 
markings, and over a number of normal 
years we have seen a great diversity of 
other reptiles. These include the grey to 
brown, zigzag striped Eastern stone gecko 
and the Thick tailed gecko which both 
appear in the rocky outcrop areas, feeding 
on insects and spiders. Then there's the 
burrowing Mallee worm lizard which has a 
diet rich in small black ants, and although 
not often seen is found on occasions. In the 
sandier soil the Sand Monitor can often be 
seen emerging from a rabbit warren where 
it has taken up residence. It is an active 

forager with a diet of lizards, spiders, eggs 
and carrion. The Heath monitor also likes 
the sandy soil and has a similar diet but 
includes birds and small mammals. The 
female takes over a termite mound to lay her 
eggs. Of the smaller reptiles Jacky lizards 
and Nobbi dragons are present. Both feed 
on insects, the Jacky lizard seen on tree 
stumps, while the Nobbi is found amongst 
rocks, fallen timber and low vegetation. The 
Mallee Heath Lashtail prefers fallen timber 
areas, leaf litter and hides beneath shrubs. It 
feeds on a wide range of invertebrates. 

The beautiful yellow-brown Mallee Sand 
Dragon not often seen, has a very short life 
(about 12-1 8 months) and feeds mainly on 
ants. Some rehabilitation work in an 
abandoned quarry in the area appeared to 
destroy the mallee sand dragon's prime 
habitat. However now that the area has 
been revegetated and is in a stable state the 
sand dragon population has again returned. 
The Eastern Bearded Dragon with its large 
triangular head and spiny beard is often 
seen on stumps and fallen timber. It feeds 
on insects, smaller reptiles and flowers. The 
Lined Earless Dragon so named because of 
the five lines or white stripes along the 
length of the body has also been spotted 

The smaller skinks are just as mobik as thev' 
dragons despite their smaller size and flatter @, 
shaped bodies. The Cream-striped Shinning 
Skink has five digits on each foot and has 
been sighted on buildings, fences and walls. 
The slightly bigger Southern Mallee 
Ctenotus is most often seen in the early part 
of the day, or found hiding in the spinifex 
understorey of the mallee woodlands. This 
skink has eight to ten white stripes on its 
back and sides and is dark brown to black 
in colour. The Robust Ctenotus ranges in 



colour variation from fawn to brown with a 
pale stripe along each side. It is found in the 
more open areas, basking under rocks, and 
on sandy dunes, and has a diet of insects. 
The Barred Wedge-snout Ctenotus is red 
brown with five dorsal stripes, and has been 
sighted in the tussock grasslands. 

Bluetongues and shingleback Lizards are 
the most frequently spotted. The Common 
Slender Bluetongue preys on the smaller 
lizards and invertebrates. White's Skink eats 
invertebrates and vegetable matter and can 
be found in rocky areas. The shiny pale 
brown to red brown, Broad banded Sand 
Swimmer prefers the sandy areas where it 
burrows into the soil, with only its head 
exposed waiting to trap unsuspecting 
invertebrates and small lizards. The 
Blotched and Common Bluetongues eat not 
only insects but snails, vegetable matter and 
fungi. The Shingleback is the most prevalent 
and well noticed lizard seen close to the 
house, and is often seen on its feeding trips 
to the aviaries for the tasty discarded 
morsels of bird seed and fruit. It feeds upon 
insects, canion and vegetable matter also, 
and shelters under leaf litter. It also feeds on 
many bulbous plants including the weed 
Lesser Guildford Grass. 

The Shinglebacks in our home block are 
also territorial, going to great pains to take a 
wide berth around another intruder - 
however having said that, they do appear to 
settle with one mate and are never far from 
the other. Whether this is true or not in the 
natural world unchanged by humans I'n? 
unsure- I have often wondered whether the 
display is for our benefit, as these 'home' 
shinglebacks are not frightened in the least 
by our activities, and seem unperturbed by 
the galahs, parrots, and magpies in the 
aviaries. 

Reptiles provide a valuable service in 
keeping insect pests down, particularly 
beetles, snails and spiders. With such a 
diversity of reptile species, I often think that 
we must have stumbled onto a property that 
was haven for the insect kingdom, but I now 
know different - the spiders and other 
insects all have a purpose in life. Mind you, 
we could do without the high numbers of 
mosquitoes and flies this year. Insects also 
form the basis of diet for many bird species 
and the venomous brown snake which is 
also present. Reptiles are known to assist in 
the pollination of bulbous plants and orchids, 
and are an important part of the ecosystem. 
Native shrubs and grasses provide an ideal 
cover for many reptiles, and even the feral 
rabbit's warren is utilised as we have 
discovered. But, we have only just begun to 
understand the place of reptiles in the 
scheme of things. 

We have planted many species of native 
plants and it would be hard to describe 
which ones are favoured by what reptiles, 
but I can say for sure that the shinglebacks 
in our 'home' garden hide in the mulch 
around plants and particularly under 
eremophilas, acacias, melaleucas, 
callistemons, ground covers and creepers 
such as hardenbergias and kennedias. 
Some of the other species take refuge in 
tussock grasslands amidst the lomandras, 
danthonias, ghanias and stipa. Many rest in 
the leaf litter under mallee Eucalypt species. 
I guess like us, they take shelter and food 
wherever it is offered and protection from 
raptors and other larger reptiles. They seem 
unperturbed by echidnas and kangaroos, 
but don't stand a chance with canine pets. 

ANIMALS 

HABITAT 



ACACIA RUBIDA 
This wattle found in Victoria and N.S.W. 
mainly, but also occurs in Qld. and SA. It is 
often called the Red-stemmed Wattle. It is a 
spreading medium shrub to erect small tree 
with angular branchlets, bipinnate juvenile 
leaves, and straight to slightly curved 
phyllodes. It grows to a height of 3-12m x 3- 
6m. It resembles the Golden Wattle (Acacia 
pycnantha) only has smaller and more 
prolific pale to bright yellow flowers. The 
pods are slightly glaucous, straight and 5-12 
cm x 1 cm. 

The Black Wattle is an ex 
providing many useful products. Historical 
evidence suggests that the indigenous * 7 
Australians used the gum of this species in ;"' 
their spear bases, and the timber was used 
for clubs, shields, boomerangs and spears. 
The bark which has a high tannin content, 
and the leaves, flowers and seed pods have 
all proven themselves as dyeing materials. 

Y 
Early direct seeding trials of A.meamsii as a 
mono-crop, have proven successful in SA 
for on farm wood requirements, and appears 
to have much potential in farm forestry. 

The species takes its name from the reddish In SA Acacia mearnsii grows on the poorer 
tinge it assumes in winter. Like most sandy soils and grows in association with 
acacias flowering is irregular however the rough barked Manna gum, Eucalyptus 
occurs between July and December but viminalis ssp. cygnetensis and Banksia 
most likely to be seen between September marginata, and Dodonaea species. It is 
and December. presumed that ants play an important role in 

the pollination of this species as they can be 
It is a hardy and adaptable species growing found gathering nectar, in flowers for pollen, 
in a variety of soils and conditions from and carrying seed away to eat the arils. 
shady areas to full sun. It is frost tolerant 
and withstands some waterlogging. It has In Southern Australia this species appears 
been used extensively for ornamental to be in decline. 
plantings (both flowers and foliage) and is a 
useful windbreak species and for erosion Information sourced from: 
control. 5 Bonney, N. (1 994) What Seed is That? Finsbury 

ACACIA MEARNSll (syn. kmollissima) 
p PESS. 

Elliot & Jones (1980) Enwdoloaedia of Australian 

The Black Wattle is a spreading single Plants - 
Rogers,FJC. (1993) Field Guide to Victorjan 

trunked small tree about 6-l0m. high with Watiles ? edn. La Trobe Uni. Press, 
bipinnate leaves with many pairs of pinnules Lord,E. (1956) Shrubs & Trees for Australian 
close together. Flower heads are pale yellow Gardens. Lothian 
in terminal panicles or short racemes. They 
are strongly scented. The pods are 5-15cm BLACK COCKATOOS 
x up to 1 cm. dark brown to black and very Australia has the greatest diversity of 
constricted between the seeds. It is a fast species of parrots in the world, and is 
growing tree and adaptable to a wide range 
of soil types, tolerates frost and withstands the home of the majority of the world's 

dry periods. It is a useful shade and shelter cockatoos. They can be found in a 
tree. My own experience indicates that the variety of habitats ranging from arid 
tree can be short lived, and prone to borer deserts and semi arid woodlands to 
attack. mountain forests, coastal areas and 

rainforests. Nearly all members of the 
The Black Wattle if found in NSW, Vic, parrot family require holes, mainly in 
A.C.T., Qld., Tas. and SA. Its usual trees, but sometimes among rocks, in 
flowering period is between September and sand banks or in termite mounds for 

nesting. The larger cockatoos prefer the 
forests and woodlands where there are 
taller trees on which to roost. Cockatoos 

ds and noted for t 
and loud screeching. 



A MORE OF YOUR STORIES 

RIPPED RUBIDAS by Leigh Murray 
I live on the outskirts of Queanbeyan, 

near Canberra, on a few acres of bush. 
Acacia rubida grows naturally on our block, 
in big numbers. Very hardy, it grows into a 
large shrublsmall tree of about 4 metres, 
with seeds the parrots love. It has, however, 
a strong tendency to get borers, which 
eventually kill most trees. 

Last July I noticed that some of our Acacia 
rubidas had the bottoms of their trunks 
ripped open exposing large holes where 
previously there had been borers. Gradually 
came across more and more trunks ripped 

open, but I never spotted the attackers (I 
wasn't out and about much in the middle of 
such a cold winter as we had last year - 
minus 7's!). It was a puzzle. What creature 
had the strength to rlp open tough timber? 
Certa~nly not the now-more-prolific rabbits, 
or wallabies, kangaroos, possums or 
echidnas. We've never seen a wombat 
here, and none of the residenthisiting birds 
has ever ripped open trunks. Finally I had 
an idea (!) and consulted the Readers 
Digest bird book on Yellow-tailed Black- 
Cockatoos (this book is terrific for things like 
habits, diet etc). And there it was, the 
answer to the ripped-open rubidas: wood 
borers were said to be the main dietary item 
of these black cockatoos. I never actually 
caught any black cockies in the act, but a 
couple flew in and perched over my head 
one morning when I was planting casuarinas 
in what was clearly an rn-progress rubida- 
ripping area. Pehaps I ruined their 
breakfast plans with my presence because 
they peered down for a bit, muttered and 
then flew off. 

This is only the second time in 15 years that 
we've been blessed with the company of 
black cockatoos, and we were tickled pink to 
have them. They can eat whatever they 
fancy ... ... 

Leigh Murray 
(Ed.Note: A flock of yellow tailed black cockatoos 
wailing and flying over the eucalypt forests and 
pine plantations is one of the characteristic sights 
and sounds of southeastern Australia. Who 
would have thought that wckies known to be 
seed eaters of introduced wnifers. banksias and 

hakeas, would also turn to the eucalypts and 
acacias for wood boring larvae. What a 
wonderful observation and the answer to your 
puzzle all in one swoop! I believe cockies also 
love sheoaks too, so they11 be back to attack the 
casuarinas in time no doubt!) 

THE VALUE OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
'CYPRESS PINE' AND THE 'S.A. 
CHRISTMAS BUSH'. by Chris Jones 

I have decided to discuss two particular 
Australian native plant genera which are 
overlooked in the farm environment, their 
use in wildlife corridors and revegetation 
programs, and native gardens. Both plant 
types provide valuable habitat and food 
sources for native fauna and avi-fauna 
species. The two to which I am referring are 
that of Callitris and Bursaria. 

There are 17 species of Callitris in Australia 
and many have a high ornamental value in 
addition to producing termite resistant 
softwoods timber highly sought after in the 
building construction industry. Most lend 
themselves to roadside, park and amenity 
plantings, can be grown as a plantation 
timber, and as a windbreak species in larger 
areas. As an ornamental conifer the tree 
also produces attractive cones used for 
craft work, and can be grown as a tub 
specimen for a native Christmas tree. 

Callitris grow in all states of Australia. They 
are normally handsome trees and grow in 
the poorest of soils, the driest of conditions 
and even tolerate frost. Some have fragrant 
timber and others have attractive blue-green 
foliage. The species has a number of forms 
and common names given in reference to 
their locations and you may have heard of 
some of them - eg. Callitris tasmannica -Port 
Jackson Pine, C.gracilis -Murray River Pine, 
C.glauca -White Cypress Pine, C.calcarata 
- Black Cypress Pine, C.cupressiformis 
Oyster Bay Cypress Pine, C.verrucosa - 
Scrub Cypress Pine, C.columellaris - Coast 
Cypress Pine. 
(NB. Some name changes have 
recent years and those names gi 
necessarily be the current ones) 

.: , ' 1.. 
. , 



Here in my own backyard we have Callitris 
gracilis, C.canescens and C. verrucosa. The 
immediate differences are detected in the 
size and shape of the tree, with 
C.canescens being a smaller form, and in 
the wartiness of the cones. 

CALLlTRlS GRAClLlS 
Australia's native Cypress Pine, Callitris 
gracilis (syn.C.preissi) is an excellent 
building material, and was used extensively 
by the early settlers in Australia for 
construction. Many of these structures today 
remain still standing simply because the 
native pine is borer and termite resistant. 

The Callitris pine grows to some 20metres 
tall in the right environment which receives 
rainfall in the 350-550mm range. It thrives 
well in deep sandy soils, slightly alkaline or 
acidic in the range 5.0-7.5pH. It also grows 
well on shallow limestone soils. Its natural 
distribution range covers SA, WA, NSW and 
Vic. It is an excellent species for firewood, 
on farm timber, sawn logs, specialty timber, 
and has advantages as a windbreak 
species, or for erosion control. It also 
provides natural habitat for a number of bird 
species. 

Its uses are varied - in construction 
purposes it is used for housing and flooring, 
and for poles and posts for on farm use. It is 
also a useful fuel timber for firewood, and it 
can be grown in a pot for living Christmas 
trees. The wood used for construction sells 
for approx. $550 cubic metre, whereas 
firewood sells for $1 10 tonne, posts sell for 
about $8 each. 

For plantation forestry, Callitris seedlings 
should be spaced at 3metre spacings with 3 
metres between rows to allow trees to form 
upright trunks. Hard ground must be deep 
ripped before planting. Drip irrigation can be 
applied to assist the young trees to 
establish, and slow release fertiliser works 
well once trees are established. The 
species will self prune, however form 
pruning in the tree's development years will 
assist in keeping the trees in good shape, 
and reducing the knots. 

The New Holland honeyeater, brush 
bronzewing and crested pigeons, emu 
wrens, and mistletoe birds frequent our 

stand of pines, and the honeyeater is known 
to nest only in these trees in our locality. 
Our bantams also like to roost in the tree 
which shades their henhouse, and even th 
wallabies lie under its shady canopy. 

BURSARIA SPINOSA 
Bursaria spinosa is found all over Austr 
and is commonly called Sweet Bursaria 
its fragrant clusters of sweetly scented white 
flowers which appear in December and 
January. Here in SA it is called the SA 
Christmas Bush because it always flowers 
at, or just before Christmas. It has also been 
given a number of other common names 
such as Boxwood and Blackthorn. 

The Bursaria is a shrubby, variable medium 
to tall shrub to small tree, which stands out 
by its obstructive appearance and most 
generally (but not always) by its prickly, 
thorny appearance when not in full bloom. 
This makes an impenetrable barrier and 
therefore is a good hedge, screen and bird 
area. Its blooms attract a myriad of birds and 
insects, while it is also popular when not in 
flower being visited by a range of insects, 
beetles, spiders etc. This suggests that the 
flowers are insect pollinated. After flowering, 
seed pods which look like mini brown purses 
appear, and these each contain a seed. The 
leaves of the Bursaria contain an alkaloid 
chemical which are often eaten by Scarab 
beetles. 

If you intend to collect seed be prepared to 
wear leather gloves or be pricked - the 
spines of which have a tendency to break off 
and enter the skin- similar to Acacia 
paradoxa. or use a long rod with a hook on 
the end to bend over branches. Shaking the 
branches will also release seed easily when 
fruits are ripe. Always collect in the warmest 
part of the day on wind-free days. 

Bursaria is normally an understorey plant 
found in close association with other woody 
plants usually Acacias and Eucalypts. It 
represents an excellent species for use in 
revegetation projects and plays an important 
part in maintaining biological diversity. 



LANDSCAPING or location and 
maintenance of selected plant 
species FOR FIRE PROTECTION 

Adapted and reproduced in part from an article 
by D. Boddington, Emergency Services Unit SA 

As the Australian Summer is well and truly 
upon us, the risk of fire is ever present. As 
landholders we need to ensure that plants 
located near or around buildings are 
managed appropriately. By now most people 
would have cleaned out their gutters and 
trimmed back overhanging trees. Most 
landholders also have gardens of native and 
ornamental plants. So what other steps 
should we be doing or considering? 

Location: Consider the following points 
when siting vegetation for fire protection: 

Mown lawn or grazed green grass is 
most appropriate immediately 
surrounding buildings; 
Plantings near buildings should be of 
low hazard vegetation; 
Trees and shrubs should be planted at a 
distance equal to their mature height 
from buildings and powerlines; 
Fruit trees and vegie gardens should be 
located on the sides of buildings facing 
the most likely direction of fire. 

Fuel load: Reduce and maintain a reduced 
fuel load around buildings. Remove 
flammable debris and regularly clean up. 
Consider the following maintenance: 

Remove trees or prune limbs which 
overhang buildings; 
Break the path of fire from ground to 
tree canopy by clearing debris and 
flammable vegetation under trees and 
shrubs by pruning lower branches to 
provide a vertical 2m fire break; 
Remove accumulated debris and prune 
dead limbs; 
Retain the moisture content of foliage by 
watering 
Grow lawn under trees in gardens or 
keep undergrowth slashed. 

Selecting vegetation: All plants will bum, 

native plants such as melaleucas, 
callistemons, banksias etc. 

Windbreaks: A well designed and 
maintained windbreak will protect buildings 
by reducing wind speed, filtering out flying 
embers and slowing the fire's spread. 

Wind speed When fire winds hit a 
windbreak they are slowed down and forced 
up and over the trees, creating a protected 
area on the leeward side. 

Embers: The greatest risk to any home is 
not the flames but the sparks blown around 
in the strong winds. Trees may catch many 
of these sparks before they get to the house. 
Because green leaves contain water, trees 
do not usually catch fire from flying embers. 

Fire spread: Windbreaks slow the wind 
speed and help slow the spread of fire. They 
also provide a shield from radiant heat 
depending on the density of the trees in the 
windbreak. 

Designing windbreaks: For best results: 
Plant multiple rows of trees rather than a 
single row 
Plant on the sides of the property most 
likely to be impacted by fire 
Plant an open windbreak that reduces 
wind speed without causing turbulence. 

but some are more flammable than others - 
native grasses have a lower fuel load than 
pasture grass, and salt rich native plants 
such as saltbush and boobialla are of a 
lower hazard than conifers and common 



SO WHAT'S INTERESTING ABOUT THE 
COMMON BLACK WATTLE? By Phil Watson 

Wildflower walks and talks in woodland 
communities generally focus on all those 
pretty herbaceous understorey favourites. 
They display their delicate bright coloured 
blooms amongst the less spectacular 
framework of native grass, shrubs and trees. 

One of the most common species often 
overlooked during Wildflower Wanders in 
November is Acacia mearnsii (Black Wattle). 
Although seasonally variable it is generally 
covered in full blooms of sweetly scented 
flowers by mid to late November. 

So why talk about these boring, soft, green, 
fern leaf wattles? Let's pull them apart 
starting from the roots up and see what's 
interesting about them. 

Roots: 
As a pioneer or scab plant their roots 
are first to rapidly bind the erosion prone 
soil following wildfires, and like peas fix 
the atmospheric nitrogen in the soil. 
Woodland species can rapidly utilise 
these increased nitrogen levels provided 
by the nodules of rhizobia bacteria 
present in their expansive root systems. 
Mycorrhizal (meaning fungus roots) 
fungi attach to their roots produce 
"yummy" truffles for bettongs, 
bandicoots, potoroos etc. The digging or 
'bioturbations' produced in search of 
these fungi create micro sites on the soil 
surface for difficult to germinate species. 
A good feed of truffles will mean 
mycorrhizal spores are spread far and 
wide in the marsupials' droppings. This 
dispersal process perpetuates the 
symbiotic relationship between wattles' 
roots and the mycorrhizal fungi. 

Bark: 
The cracks and crevices in the wattle's 
bark are home for many insects and 
invertebrates. The rare Tasmanian Hair 
Streak Butterfly lays her eggs in these 
cracks, which hatch to produce 
caterpillar larvae attended by ants 
(Indomyrmex sp.) that feed off the sweet 
exudates from the larvae. When ready 
to pupate these ants herd the larva 
down the wattle and across the grassy 

understorey to Euc. Viminalis where they 
pupate in protective bark crevices. 
The tannin industry early this century 
thrived on tannic acid extracted from the 
bark (up to 45%). The logging of wattle 
caused rapid deforestations of our 
woodlands in the early 1900s.The highly 
valued tannins were used for tanning, 
plywood, and particleboard, adhesives 
and antiseptics, South Africa now has 
massive plantations of black wattle for 
this industry from where Australia 
imports its tannin products. 
Aborigines used to soak the bark in a 
wooden waddie next to an open fire to 
extract their own antiseptics. Cuts and 
aching joints were treated with this 
decoction. 

w The Aborigines split the bark into 
lengths of coarse string and produced 
baskets and bound the flintheads onto 
their spear shafts. 

Wood: 
Black cockatoos love the grubs (wood 
moths etc) in the black wattle wood and 
voraciously strip the bark for access to 
these borers. 
Bark gleaner birds such as thornbills 
thrive on insects present under the bark. 
"Wattle and daub" huts were 
constructed using the flexible limbs to 
structure a framework for supporting a 
mud wall. This cottage style structure 
was common in early colonial history. 
Aborigines also constructed their 'lean- 
to's' or "hatf-dome" huts from these 
flexible limbs, covering them with bark 
sheaths or coarse foliage. 

= Black wattle provides comparable 
qualities to black wood (Acacia 
melanoxylon) as a craft wood for fine 
furniture manufacturing. 
With no "whiteners" for sheets the 
coloriists often relied on the burnt black 
wattie white ashes to help rid their soiled 
linens of dark stains. 
These ashes also provided the basis for 
soap making producing a "lye" (or alkali) 
when mixed with water. This "lye" and 
fat (game meat) formed a chemical 
reactive mix ending in soap to be 
perfumed by herbal extracts or lavender 
oil. 

= Wattle grub frass was a valuable fuel for 
fire lighting ensured the ease of 



rekindling glowing embers often carried 
by the Aborigines. 

Sap: 
The sap was prized as a food or drink 
dissolved in water with a dash of sweet 
wattle flower nectar and a few formic 
ants for a lemony flavour and a 
quenching drinking, a treat during their 
long journeys across the woodland 
landscape. 
Mixed with ash when melted, it plugged 
holes in their water carrying vessels and 
watercraft. 
The sap was so important that they 
melted and mixed it with burnt mussel 
shells or ashes and carried it about in 
bails when on waikaboui. 

Foliage and Flowers : 
When the black wattle was in full flower, 
the Aboriginal men sharpened their flint 
headed spears. They understood that 
the flowering provided nature's 
indication that the kangaroos were in the 
best condition for eating following a lush 
grazing period on the succulent, 
springtime grasslands and grassy 
woodlands. 
During winter insects, birds and 
marsupials are hosted by the black 
wattle with the aid of their supplies of 
nectar in their leaf axials. These 
creatures provide an important 
predatory role to deal with tree dieback 
caused by scarab beetles and pasture 
pests. 
Black wattles, along with gums, native 
box, native hop form the framework 
vegetation on so-called "Hill-topping" 
sites. They are often isolated remnant 
pockets of native vegetation amongst a 
lower sea of exotic pasture. These 
Hill-topping" sites are critical habitat for 
male butterflies to attract females for 
matings, which then lay their eggs under 
the wattle's bark elsewhere but still 
within close proximity. It's the only 
acceptable mating site in the area for 
these butterflies. 
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Black wattle flowers provide very 
nitrogen rich pollen with no nectar. They 
attract pollen-feeding birds such as our 
Wattle birds, Yellow throated 
Honeyeaters and New Holland 
Honeyeaters. The protein rich nectar 
source located in the leaf axials is very 
sustaining for nurturing the growth of 
juvenile nestlings and young 
invertebrates, eg. ants. 

Seeds: 
Ants harvest the seed, attracted by the 
fleshy, oil rich elaisome (or seed stalk), 
which they bury and store in widely 
dispersed locations. These seeds are 
buried ready for germinating with the 
next soaking rains. However a 'wattle- 
seed eating insect' which enjoys liquid 
meals using its proboscis like injector to 
pierce the testa and suck out the 
embryo often reduced the seed's 
viability. 
The seeds are highly prized in both 
indigenous and modern Australian 
cuisine - think of those "wattle seed" 
biscuits passed out.by National Airlines- 
part of the bush tucker revolution. 
Aborigines would grind the seeds into 
nutritious flour rich in polysaccharides 
and very high in protein content. Flat 
bread, baked in the ashes, was the 
delicious, wattle seed flower treat for the 
hours of grinding and winnowing. 

Conclusion: 
So next time you are wandering the grassy 
woodlands at least give the black wattle a 
thought and cursory glance. This common 
tree deserves some of the respect so deeply 
engendered in the traditions of the local 
Aborigines and the early colonists. 
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